HYDRAULIC SYMBOLS

Methods of Operation

- Solenoid, Single Winding
- Servo Control

Pilot Pressure

- Remote Supply
- Internal Supply

Valves

- Check
- On-Off (manual shut-off)
- Pressure Relief
- Pressure Reducing
- Flow Control, Adjustable - Non-Compensated
- Flow Control, Adjustable (Temperature and pressure compensated)
- Two-Position Two Connection
- Two-Position Three Connection
- Two-Position Four Connection
- Three-Position Four Connection
- Two-Position In Transition
- Valves Capable of Infinite Positioning (Horizontal bars indicate infinite positioning ability)

Color Code for Fluid Power Schematic Drawings

- Black: Intensified Pressure
- Red: Supply
- Intermittent Red: Charging Pressure
- Intermittent Red: Reduced Pressure
- Intermittent Red: Pilot Pressure
- Yellow: Metered Flow
- Blue: Exhaust
- Green: Intake
- Green: Drain
- Blank: Inactive
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